Since, in these days, war is so suddenly declared, and the issue decided in a few months, or even weeks, it is clearly shown, that unless a nation stands ready armed, and in a condition to take the field at any moment she may be called on to do so, sooner or later that nation must inevitably suffer irrevocable disasters from a power ready for action, should a quarrel arise between them.
If we look to the Native Army for the protection of our vast possessions in India, and undoubtedly in case of England being engaged in any large European war, it is on it we must principally rely, unless good material is continually produced to supplement the ranks, regiments will gradually but surely deteriorate, however good and effective they may have been formerly.
Any one who has taken the trouble to inspect a native regiment on parade, in undress, must have seen that there are many men present who never should have been enlisted?men who, if not invalided as short service sepoys, are continually under medical treatment in times of peace, and will break down at the very commencement of active service in the field.* Considering that the sepoy is enlisted, drilled and educated by the state for war, which is really his profession, how great a pecuniary loss must that state suffer, whose army is replenished by recruits, from the first, physically unfitted for the training and duties of the soldier in peace, and certain to succumb on exposure to the hardships necessarily encountered in time of war, and who never would have been admitted into the service had the system of recruiting been based on more thorough and scientific principles.! Commanding officers frequently tell you that they have a difficulty in finding good recruits, because the service is not so popular as formerly. We all know how truly Horace's maxim " Laudator temporis acti" applies to men of advanced life in the army as elsewhere, but still colonels and other officers of long standing appear to have much right on their side, when they affirm that the men are inferior, the army is unpopular, and that the irregular system on which the native regiments are officered^ makes it more and more so daily. But In spite of the palatial barracks lately erected, a largo proportion of the European troops will possibly, in no long time be stationed in the hills and more elevated plateaux of this country, only descending into the plains during the cold season, when camps, composed of tents or huts, would suffice for their habitation. But, since the native troops will always be on the plains, money spent in improving their wretched quarters would not be wasted. The Government enlists a large army and places them under its own enforced sanitary conditions ; as long as these conditions are faulty, the men will always be affected by disease, to a greater extent than they would be under more advantageous circumstances ; and the work done by them will be proportionately lessened.
Food.?Improving the class of recruits can be of little or no avail, if, when he is enlisted, his daily food is insufficient in quantity 01* inferior in quality. Doubtless, as a rule, the young sepoy does not get enough to eat, nor can he afford to do so, when from his small pay so much is cut for the purposo of buying boots, great coat, white clothing, also to repair damages, &c., &c. Besides, as he serves in all parts of the country, lie is often unable to obtain the articles of diet he is most fond of, and accustomed to. Thus, for example, the men of a Sikh * These necessary articles have not yet been furnished to the medical officers in charge of native regiments. 
